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Now we know what life is

like in constricted space.

 

Seraphim stood in

attendance, each spaced 

six            feet           apart.

 

When your son asks, “What

does this mean to you?”
 

You can exclaim with

ecstatic joy, 

“Now! Now I am free!”
 

By Daniel Machlis



Welcome to the 2021-5781 PHS Community Haggadah Companion. 

 

This companion represents a multitude of voices, reflections, and perspectives

in our community on this holiday of redemption and hope, a year after

individual and collective trauma and challenge.

 

 Last year, many of us were isolated, afraid, and just beginning to process the

reality of living through a global pandemic. We endured months of endless

sirens, and watched many friends get sick or move away. We experienced

historic uprisings and a dramatic Presidential Election, increasing negative

effects of global warming, zoom marathons, home-schooling nightmares, and

a dizzying rate of ever changing health guidelines and information. Many in our

community have lost jobs, and some even lost loved ones without getting to

say goodbye. 

 

At yet, we've also welcomed new life into the community – both babies and

new members. We've continued a weekly Shabbat minyan outside through the

snow, rain, and wind. We've celebrated the next generation becoming bnai'

mitzvot, and continued learning with a multitude of visiting (virtual) scholars. As

the compiled narratives demonstrate, we've also taken a closer look at our

lives and the many privileges and blessings we enjoy. We've grappled with

issues of systemic injustice and inequity, and we've recommitted ourselves to

beginning anew. While there has been much darkness, like the Israelites

emerging from the Red Sea, there is hope, too. 

 

So,while we are still not able to fully gather with one another, to embrace one

another unmasked, to celebrate life's milestones at kiddish, and to watch our

children grow, may these stories be the beginning of re-weaving our lives

together in the year to come. 

 

Chag Semeach to all, 

Rabbi Jon and Faith 

WELCOME



SEDER (ORDER)
Now I am Free  by Daniel Machlis

 
Running Towards Freedom by Faith Leener

 
The Art of Questioning by Rabbi Jonathan Leener

 
Family Seder by Nava Portnoy

 
Bring All of your Pieces to the Seder by Jina Davidovich

 
HalachmaAnya by Laura Berger

 
Bread of Affliction by Howard Goller

 
Measures of Austerity by Lonnie Firestone

 
Passover of the First Month of the Year by Phil Getz

 
Spring Time & Peseach by Neta Lewis

 
What are you Celebrating this Passover? By Jackson Krule

 
In What Way are You Still in Bondage This Year? By Matthew Jacobs

 
One Year Ago Seder Table by Jerry Leener

 
Brooklyn Recites Morning Shema by Mike Schwartz

 
Novelty by Lee Eskin

 
The Jewish People Working and a Bird's Best by Guy Lewis

 
The Counting in our Recounting of the Exodus by Noah Greenfield

 
The Ten Plauges by Judah Greenfield

 
If We'd Know Last Year That by Abby Deift

 
Between the Waters by Gabriel and Judah Greenfield

 
Hallel (+Ashrei?) by Yono Reich

 
Isolation to Solitude by David Hammer

 
Song of Sirens by Tamara Tweel

 
Denied Treatment by Shayna Skarf



It’s hard to imagine how an enslaved people embittered by endless and back breaking work and

dehumanizing treatment could muster the energy, let alone the courage, to believe in an

alternative future. Hope and optimism are privileges most often enjoyed by those with some

level of agency. 

While this year of pandemic life has certainly not been anything like what the Israelites

experienced in Egypt, it has felt difficult to muster the energy, or the courage, to hope for an

alternative future. I don’t know about you, but March through May 2020 kind of beat the hope

out of me. Finally, after months and months of rising COVID rates and deaths, numerous

vaccines are now available and millions of Americans are on their way to immunization. 

And yet, there is a deep fear, anxiety, reservation, and exhaustion that resides in many of us. 

How can I just “switch” my brain and hug other people again? 

Will I actually feel comfortable hosting in my home or attending shul? 

How will I ever have the energy to commute and work? 

Why would I spend time reinvesting in old relationships when so much has occurred between

us? 

The more I talk to folks on the verge of full immunization, the more these anxieties come up,

signaling to me just how natural they are. In many ways we’ve been conditioned to fear other

people, and of course, there will be lasting effects from this trauma. 

But perhaps we can learn a deep lesson from the Israelites’ experience when the time came to

leave Egypt. As we know from the unleavened matzah, they had to literally rush to freedom. As

we know from the midrash, when it came time to cross the sea, Nachson had to boldly walk in

before the waters even parted – he had to take a leap of faith into an imagined future. 

Maybe this is the lesson we need as we stand on the edge of “freedom” from a COVID reality.

We need to rush towards possibility, towards hope, towards one another. While our instinct

may want to go slow, be cautious, stay distant, perhaps what is required of us is an extra

measure of chutzpah, of faith, of agency towards our own future. Not to rush towards unsafe

situations, but rather to allow our minds and our hearts to dream of an alternative reality, and

to boldly become partners in creating it, not apart, but together. 

Running Towards Freedom

By Faith Leener



It often feels that as my Purim costume is being stored away the Passover dishes are

simultaneously dusted off with the countdown to the Seder frantically beginning. Matzah

suddenly appears everywhere, securing a brisket becomes a priority and spring cleaning

takes on a completely different meaning. 

On Saturday night, Jews around the world will congregate for the Passover Seder. To my

surprise, more American Jews attend a Seder than fast on Yom Kippur, making it the most

celebrated Jewish holiday on the calendar. With such large participation, it becomes an 

 opportune educational and religious moment, as the Seder is for many their only encounter

with Judaism throughout the  year. So with all their wisdom, what did the rabbis instruct us at

such an auspicious time? 

Belief in God? Keeping kosher? Giving charity? Nope. They preached about the importance of

asking questions! With all ears listening, they decided that Passover night should be filled with

questions instead of answers—a truly radical pedagogic decision on their part. Beyond asking

why tonight is different from all other nights, the Seder is structured to provoke all sorts of

questions. Even Torah scholars who know all the laws of Passover must ask questions.  

For many, religion is advertised as a way to gain clarity and provide comfort while a question

at its core seeks to disrupt and challenge. For the rabbis though, a question is more valuable

than an answer, teaching us to value exploration and not discovery. Elie Wiesel echoed the

words of the sages by asking, “When will you understand that a beautiful answer is nothing?

Nothing more than illusion! Man defines himself by what disturbs him and not by what

reassures him. When will you understand that you are living and searching in error, because

God means movement and not explanation.” 

What is even more profound is that we instill this value in our children. One could argue that

questioning is important but only after they reach a certain level of maturity. This is not the

Jewish way as traditionally the youngest child recites the four questions and later we study

the four children with their questions. “To be a Jewish child is learn how to question” explains

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks. “Against cultures that see unquestioning obedience as the ideal

behavior of a child, Jewish tradition, in the Haggadah, regards the ‘child who has not learned

to ask’ as the lowest, not the highest, stage of development,” he concludes. The rabbis were

insistent that our first memories be of questioning and debating instead of dogma and

compliance. 

the art of questioning (1/2)
By Rabbi Jonathan Leener



 

The importance of questioning is continually reinforced in Jewish learning and spirituality. 

 Abraham, the very first Jew we often learn about has the chutzpah to question God’s decision

making ability by asking God whether He will sweep away the innocent along with the guilty.

Moses also follows the Abrahamic legacy by asking God why he was chosen to lead the Jewish

people out of Egypt. According to some commentators, it was the very fact that he asked this

question that made him fit to lead since a question is a true sign of humility as we admit what

we don’t know or understand. 

Finally, the Talmud itself is  a book of questions and its entire methodology is based on

challenging and raising questions. Its pages are filled with phrases like, "from where do we

derive these things?", "what does it teach us?" and most importantly "what is the reason for

this?". Nothing can be learned if not challenged, even if it means deconstructing everything in

the process. Truth can only be claimed if it can withstand the storm of questions. 

“We are closer to God when we are asking questions than when we think we have the answers”

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel once taught. Curiosity is not sacrilegious but a vital religious

virtue. On Passover we replicate the experience of going from slavery to freedom by drinking

wine, reclining like royalty, and eating a delicious meal. However,  the Seder teaches us that the

highest expression of freedom is asking questions. By asking “why?” we take the first step into

freedom. 

This year, we are all holding many unanswered questions. May the Seder be a cathartic release

in which we can each affirmatively question, grapple, and explore without demanding answers.

May we say, DAYENU – This year it is enough to boldly ask the hard questions: 

the art of questioning (2/2)

Who and what is Pharaoh in our midst? 

 

What plagues is God using in the world as

alarm bells for our redemption? 

 

Will we have the courage to walk into the sea

when the time comes? 



FAMILY SEDER

By: Nava Portnoy, almost 5



I have thought about slavery and freedom so often this year that preparing for Pesach does not feel

like an aberration. I did not leave these competing realities on the shelf with the Manischewitz

macaroons last April. The last 13 months have made me face the myriad ways in which I am enslaved:

to COVID-related restrictions that have kept me from friends and family, to my work, and to my

own shortcomings. They have also allowed me to see all the ways I experience freedom: in faith, in

love, and in privilege. The question I am asking myself as I approach this Pesach is, “Why do I deserve

to be freed?” What have I done to earn my seat at the seder table this year and to experience

liberation, yet again, when all remain enslaved to the uncertainties of our world, and when so many

will face empty chairs at their seders? While this is a question that sounds more reminiscent of Rosh

Hashanah than Pesach, I find this unease embodied in the hesitancy that Moshe expresses at the

burning bush, when God charges him with the task of being the redeemer of the Israelite slaves and

he responds: “Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh and free the Israelites from Egypt?” (Exodus 3:11).

Liberating the Jews from Egypt is an act of radical love on God’s part. As God falls for this group of

slaves, there is no miracle too big to perform for them. It is courtship on the grandest scale. This love

- entirely outside the bounds of nature - is not a reward for any righteous action on behalf of the

soon-to-be Jews in Egypt. Instead, what jogs God’s memory of the promise made to Avraham,

Yitzchak and Yaakov that their children would be redeemed is that the people cry out to God (Exodus

2:23-24). The text tells us that in response to their cries God comes to “know” them (Exodus 2:25).

The answer I wish to offer to the question of what we might do to be worthy of liberation this year is

to emulate the enslaved people of Egypt: bring your pain and brokenness to the table. Give it voice

and give it space. Brokenness is already present in the seder; it is materialized in yachatz, the fourth

step of the seder process, where we break the middle matzah immediately before engaging in the

story of our slavery and liberation. The Kotzker Rebbe teaches us that “there is nothing as whole as

a broken heart.” What would it look like if we spent an extra minute sitting in the sound of yachatz,

inviting ourselves and those with whom we are sharing the seder to welcome all of their pieces to

join in the experience of being loved so deeply by God in the midst of unfathomable pain? In this way,

perhaps we can begin to fulfill one of the central obligations of the seder: to see ourselves as though

we have left Egypt. 

This year, I pray that we may feel the safety to bring our brokenness, in all its glory, to the table, so

that God may hear our cries and know us. And through God’s love, that we may come to know the

truest and most sincere versions of ourselves. What would be a greater act of personal and

communal liberation?

Bring All of Your Pieces 

to the Seder

By: Jina  Davidovich



Even before March 2020, many New Yorkers were just surviving. Among my clients, low-income

immigrants, many live in shared apartments with their entire family in just one bedroom, sharing a

kitchen and bathroom with other families. The money they earned went to rent, food, and other

necessary items like diapers, and often there wasn’t enough at the end of the month to pay for their

cell phone or MetroCard. 

When the pandemic hit, these families got hit hardest, and yet they were not sent any relief funds

from Congress. Many clients who worked as nannies, house cleaners, and restaurant workers lost

their jobs and other clients, who work in grocery stores or construction, saw their jobs become more

dangerous. Food pantries and soup kitchens saw lines around the block. Immigrant workers in meat

packing plants and working as home health aides had extremely high rates of infections with Covid.

This year, we say “whoever is hungry, come and eat,” knowing that most of us cannot safely invite

anyone to join us, and that there are many more who are hungry than we can accommodate at our

tables. Are these empty words, then?

This year, I hope that our newly inaugurated president and his administration do everything they can

to help our entire society recover from this pandemic and make sure there is relief that allows people

to feed their families. But I also hope, for my clients who are immigrants and many of whom lack work

permits, that this government gives them a path to status that will give them the freedom to support

themselves and their loved ones. In many ways, we have forced undocumented immigrants into low-

wage jobs by creating the economic conditions for them to come to the US and live here, but not

allowing them to apply for papers that would allow them to work in more stable and safe industries.

As a society, we have created a caste of people locked into agricultural jobs, domestic work,

construction, and other more marginalized and low-paying work. We need them. But then when we

were all rocked by a national disaster like the pandemic, we abandoned them. They were not eligible

for unemployment or food stamps or relief funds. Let’s make sure that doesn’t happen again, by

remaking our immigration system into something that upholds liberty and justice.

Ha Lachma Anya

By: Laura Berger

We begin the story telling part of the Seder by reciting Ha Lachma Anya, which reminds

us of the importance of social responsibility and freedom. We invite whoever is hungry

to eat with us, And we invite whoever is in need to join in our celebration, And we view

ourselves as still in bonds, And we hope that next year brings freedom to everyone. Who

did you notice this year that was hungry or in need more than before? What bonds

do you see in soceity - where is freedom needed most?



He was but a simple shepherd,

 And a Jewish one no less.

When God asked Moses, ‘You free, my man?’

And Moses answered: ‘Yes.’

 

‘Oh no you’re not,’ God fired back.

 ‘Are you listening to me, Mo?

Now get on over to Pharaoh’s place.

 We’ve got to let my people go.’

 

Back then, you see, we Jews were slaves,

 The Egyptians kept us down.

Even when Moses spoke of plagues,

 They thought he was clowning around.

 

But God came back with ten straight perils

  Of a sort we experience even now,

Such as those affecting animals –

  Why number five was just ‘mad cow.’

 

God hit them hard from one to ten,

 And when their firstborn sons were dead,

He forced the hand of Pharaoh at last.

  ‘I give up!’ the man finally said.

 

Now had we had the confidence needed,

 We’d have baked our bread in advance.

But being a stiff-necked people of course

 We thought we had no chance.

We packed our bags and grabbed raw dough

 As off we headed east.

The desert sun made not bread but matzah,

 And that for lack of yeast.

 

And for that absence of faith back then

 We are paying to this day

For once the matzah is in our bellies,

 It seems to stay. And stay. And stay.

 

But on our story goes, for now,

 To the sea they call Big Red.

God parted the waves and let us through

 While the Egyptians ended up dead.

 

Our freedom won, we headed home

 To Eretz Yisrael.

And to this day on Passover

 ‘Tis this story that we tell.

 

Now everywhere in this favored land

 The sun is shining bright

We sing our songs, we’re filled with joy

 And our people’s hearts are light;

 

We’re happy to be free once more.

 We cannot help but shout.

But afflicted we are for eight straight days

 ‘Cause we can’t get the matzah out.

BREAD OF AFFLICTION 

By: Howard Goller



Passover is the most preparation-intense time in the Jewish calendar. The pre-holiday toil

stems from two polarizing tasks – filling one’s home with food and cleansing one’s home

of chametz. I always found the obsessiveness associated with chametz to be puzzling.

Matzah has symbolic value at the seder, but why does the inclusion of matzah necessitate

the absence of bread? It would be like saying that on Succot, besides carrying a lulav and

etrog, we’re forbidden from owning other plants. In fact, we’re required to clean out our

gardens.

Interestingly, the eating of matzah and the avoidance of chametz are completely

separate requirements, though they seem to be two sides of the same coin. Negative

commandments permeate Jewish law and actually outnumber the positives ones.

Repeatedly, it seems, Jewish law is constructed around what we avoid, what we remove,

and what we aren’t. 

When the Torah mentions the prohibition of chametz, it phrases the commandment in

various ways, such as, you may not eat it, you may not own it, and you may not use it as an

offering to God. The reasons as to why we remove chametz are more speculative. It may

refer to shedding our former selves, or to the notion that Ancient Egyptians used chametz

in their idolatry. 

But I think the central idea here is that we remove something essential to daily life. Jewish

observance is marked by measures of austerity. Yom Kippur is a prime example. So is

Shabbat. Like a sculptor works with negative space to create structure, we craft holidays

around notable absences. In the past year, so many essential things have been removed

from daily life: in-person contact, human touch, and family gatherings among them. While

these absences are painful, they are the agreements we’ve made in exchange for health

and continuity. The absences help to clarify what matters most and how we see ourselves.

And like the absence of chametz on Passover, the absences of this year are—we hope—

finite in length. When the allotted time passes, we hope to fill our spaces and our lives with

what we were missing and what we didn’t even know we needed. 

 

By: Lonnie Firestone

MEASURES OF

AUSTERITY



Passover is my favorite holiday. It's got all the

elements that make holidays fun: unique food,

serious tradition and plenty of yom tov to rest.

It's also always been a marker in the year for

me. My internal calendar is always either pre-

pesach or post-pesach. Last year we

experienced Pesach lining up almost perfectly

with a pre and post-pandemic reality. It was

the first holiday we spent apart and fully

realized what the year ahead would look like.

And right on that first night we began to count

the Omer. I have a childhood aversion to the

Omer, likely from the intensity my sisters

brought to making sure each night was counted

(lots of midnight screaming from across the

house to count the omer etc). But last year I

found deep meaning in counting the Omer,

counting down the days for something we're

looking forward to. Hope in a dark time. This

year, even while the pandemic is still raging, we

have the blessing of the light at the end of the

tunnel. I'm celebrating that light.

JACKSON KRULE

One of my favorite excuses used to be “I

don’t have time.” With all events online and no

commute to work, that isn’t a reasonable

excuse any more. Instead, I find that after a

full day of work I need some non-screen time.

The limiting factor becomes my need to

disengage from technology and engage with

nature or people.

I’ve been calling my parents almost every

day, but I miss spontaneous socializing and

seeing friends in person. I miss going to a

social event and being able to naturally

fragment into smaller conversation groups. I

miss seeing my nephews in person. I miss

celebrating major and minor occasions by

taking coworkers out to lunch. I miss in-

person work collaboration, looking directly at

the other person’s screen. 

Most of all I miss seeing people smile in

person.

What are you

celebrating

this Passover?

 In what way

are you still in

bondage this

year?

Matthew Jacobs

JACKSON KRULE



It's easy to get so involved in our lives

or stuck in pandemic gloom that we

forget what miracles lie just outside.

This is one of several photos I took

around 7am on Tuesday, March 16th,

2021. I felt compelled to make short

stops during my hurried trip to

physical therapy, dismounting my

bike, and turning back to where I

came. I wonder what it looked like

when the sun set, behind the

Israelites, after cooking the dough on

their back. Did they look back at it?

Brooklyn

Recites the

Morning

Shema

By: Mike Schwartz

By: Jerry Leener

The voices of our kids, family and

friends were replaced by the intimate

memories of my Father's love for the

Passover melodies, my Mother in law's

wonderful rendition of the Mexican

National anthem and my wife's proud

picture taking of her beautiful table

and guests. Nothing remains the same

but this year it is truly special. Let's

rejoice. 

Chag Sameach!!

ONE YEAR AGO

SEDER TABLE 



For the past 6 months or so I have been working with Mark Gerson on his book, The Telling: How

Judaism’s Essential Book Reveals the Meaning of Life. The ‘essential book’ referenced in the subtitle

is in fact the Haggadah, which is to say that I have been inadvertently preparing for the Seder

for half a year. The book has got me thinking about Pesach in a new way that I’d like to share. 

We tend to think of Pesach as being something of the midpoint of the year, spring break being

an interlude between the intensities of winter and summer. But one of the points Gerson makes

early in the book is that Sefer Shemot makes clear that Pesach is to be celebrated at the “head

of months, the first month of the year” (Ex. 12:2). If Nissan is the ‘first month of the year’ then

Pesach is essentially the biblical Jewish New Year. 

This got me thinking: how would I approach Pesach differently if I thought of it as a new year?

Whereas Rosh Hashana is all about taking stock of our actions, and particularly our sins, Pesach

is about connecting with the seminal event of Jewish memory, the moment that forged Jewish

identity as an identity built around journeying. 

It’s an interesting identity to hold after a year of sedentary living. But in a sense, that sedentary

life has been a sort of wilderness. Living in a city that is always moving, we often find it difficult

to navigate the confines of our own walls for too long. It seems to me that the Egyptians knew

something of this. The penultimate plague is that of darkness, described in much of the rabbinic

tradition as being a ‘thick darkness,’ which implies a certain paralyzing effect. What is a

paralyzing darkness? Here, I am once again indebted to Gerson. If the plagues occur in

increasing severity, then darkness must be the second-worst of the lot – worse than thirst,

pestilence, natural disaster, and physical malady. What happens to a society that has been

beaten down by these horrors, when “no person can rise from his place”? It becomes

depressed. That is what the ninth plague is, an epidemic of depression coursing through a

defeated society.  

But this is not our story. When we gathered for the Seder last year in small, discrete groups,

how many of us expected to be doing so again as the cycle came back around. But at the same

time, who among us expected such a resounding defeat of the scourge that had grounded up.

Last year, we were in deep lockdown. This year, we have a vaccine. It is a story of global

resilience. And so, this year, perhaps more than any other, it feels like a new year.

By: Phil Getz

PASSOVER: THE FIRST

MONTH OF THE YEAR



Spring time and

Pesach

By: Neta Lews, Age 6



As someone who claims to like new experiences, it has not escaped me that this year has been

full of them (be careful what you wish for). But one that stands out more than most is having

had, one year ago, a seder by myself. As with many Jews, the seders were perhaps my family's

most consistent shared tradition. In my adulthood, the particulars of keeping that tradition

have shifted, but it was always about gathering with others and collectively creating a seder

experience.

Last year, I anticipated with dread that I might need to do a seder alone. (I hoped there would

be a safe way to gather, and in fact did gather with a few friends for part of the first seder,

only to find that by shulchan aruch were overtaken by the logistics and the cold.) I had even-

more-tenuous plans for the second seder, and I finally resigned myself that I would be at home,

alone. It wasn't the seder I would have preferred, but I must admit that there were elements of

it that were unexpectedly lovely. I started when I wanted to, I went at the pace I wanted to, and

I read and sang every word for only myself. A graphic novel haggadah I had purchased (at a

PHS event no less) and had not yet explored, kept me company with its graphical 'commentary'.

I had a new ownership over the process of seder.

I would like to imagine (and hope) that I will never again need to do a seder completely alone. But

I did take away some new license and meaning from the experience I was forced to embrace.

And I'm led to ponder a bit on the nature of freedom, that elusive concept we discuss year

after year. I felt trapped in my isolation, but that seder was a reminder that there's an element

of freedom in the ability to regard one's situation differently. At the same time, the experience

of that seder and this year has given me (and probably many of us) some limited insight into

some of the negative effects isolation and loneliness can have. Moshe's journey really started

when he realized he was alone, without a real connection to the people of his raising or his

heritage: a man without a people. And the freedom he helped bring to B'nai Yisrael was not

given to them (us) as individuals but as a community (the commandment to be together for the

eating of the Korban Pesach is one of many examples). Throughout this challenging year, I'm

grateful that PHS has consistently and safely provided a place to still be in community and feel

less alone. I'm hopeful that as we all start to rediscover day-to-day freedoms we may have

taken for granted, we will also have a new appreciation for the freedom to be with and for

each other. 

Chag Kasher v'Sameach!

By: Lee Eskin



The Jewish people working, 

and a bird’s nest

By: Guy Lewis, Age 4



What is lost in the writing of history

In one of my high school history textbooks, there was a clever cartoon that I haven’t been able to find on

Google Images - so take my memory of it with a grain of salt. The setting is a medieval village square. A

panicked herald runs onto the scene and declares: “The Hundred Years War has begun! The Hundred Years

War has begun!”

What’s funny about the cartoon is that, of course, no one at the time knew they were getting themselves into

a Hundred Years’ War. Our naming of the war is a retrospective label (and a misnomer - the war was actually

116 years long). Historians have the advantage of detached hindsight to define when periods begin and end,

hone in on root causes, and identify key trends. Those actually living in the historical moment will have a much

more granular, involved perspective. 

Perhaps the Rabbis brought down in the Haggadah are each making this point. Yes, the official count is that

there were 10 plagues. But if we want to understand the experience of the Jews and the Egyptians in Egypt

as the world “turned upside down” over the months in which Moses makes his return on the scene, it may be

worth getting more granular. For example, we are experiencing the COVID pandemic. In one sense. It is a

“single” plague - but for those of us living it, could we not enumerate it further - distinguishing between, say,

the deaths of loved ones, the social isolation, the impact on family and community life, the economic toll, the

political destabilization, the erosion of social trust? But, further to the point, haven’t we each, in our way,

experienced a variety of new ways we have been able to remain connected, ways we have been able to

deepen or broaden our relationships, ways we have been able to grow and prosper, and hard-won

discoveries of resilience and inner strength? 

Why does the Haggadah find it important to offer alternative, increasingly larger counts that differ

quantitatively from the Biblical account (mind the pun)? Did the rabbis think merely 10 plagues was

inadequate punishment or vengeance against the Egyptians? It isn’t like the rabbis tell us what exactly

these 60 or 240 or 300 new makkot were. (What else could they even have been - a Viking raid? A real

estate bubble? Global warming?)

While we are at it, we may also ask why R Yehuda bar Ilai clusters the 10 plagues into 3 groups: Detzach,

Adash and Baachav. He, too, seems to feel that there is something that needs to be refined about the

“ten-ness” of the plagues (but, in his instance, he wants to reduce them to three). Why?

Finally, how does changing the quantity of the plagues enhance their meaning for us, millennia later and

hangry for some Matza?

Smote Recount?

The most commonplace, universally accepted feature of the Exodus story is that

there were ten plagues. So it is always a bit surprising to find ourselves in the middle

of the Haggadah suggesting that there were actually 60 plagues (R Yossi Ha-Gallilee),

or 240 (R Eliezer), or even 300 (R Akiva).

The counting in our recounting of the Exodus

By: Noah Greenfield

 



A New Take on Sippur* Yetziat Mitzrayim

One last thought: My brother, Rabbi Ben Greenfield, likes to point out things that you can’t unsee once you

see them and he shared the following with me. What do you get when you add up the 10 plagues and Rabbi

Yehuda’s 3 categories and Rabbi Yossi’s 60 and Rabbi Eliezer’s 240 and Rabbi Akiva’s 300? 

613, of course, the number of the mitzvot in the Torah. Perhaps the Baal Haggadah, the composer of our

majestic text, is trying to communicate a larger idea. 

Our God didn’t just defeat the Egyptian gods with brute force. We won and they lost because our

civilization, the civilization of the Torah, is built on 613 bedrocks of truth, justice and goodness. Our eventual

acceptance of the Torah enabled us to emerge victorious from Egypt and led to its eventual disintegration.

Like the plagues of the past, the Torah is our best offense against the evils in every generation (“bekhol dor

vador”) and will ensure our survival and success into the Messianic era, the ultimate redemption.

*In Hebrew, “sippur”, the word we ordinarily use to describe the mitzva to “tell over” the Exodus on the Passover

eve, is related to the words for counting (mispar, sefirah, etc).

The counting in our recounting of the Exodus

continued...

The Rabbis, then, are saying: Yes, of course there were 10 plagues. But those 10 plagues were so much

more when you consider the ways they devastated the Egyptians - politically, economically, psychologically,

religiously - and the way they inspired the Jews - whetting their appetite for freedom, reminding them of

God’s promise to their ancestor Abraham, helping them see the invisible hand of God made manifest. The

framework of 10 plagues is helpful for demarcating and defining what happened, but don’t lose the trees

for the forest, as it were. (And, for R Yehuda, rolling up the 10 plagues into 3 categories will also have

conceptual explanatory value that would be lost if you only viewed them as 10 distinct events - but that

story is for another PHS Haggadah Companion…)

Wishing the entire PHS community a chag

kasher v’sameach!



the ten plauges 

By: Judah Greenfield, Age 10



Over the past few weeks, I've heard a lot of reflections about the last year, many of which
start with "if we'd known that...":
- if we'd known about COVID, we would not have gone to that party in March
- if we'd known that we were going to be in lockdown for 6 months, we would have moved
to an AirBnB somewhere
- if we'd known that so many people would move to telework, we would have definitely
bought stock in Zoom 

These reflections are part cathartic, part humorous, and part sad. In a year marked by
uncertainty around and limited understanding of COVID and its impacts, what *would* we
have done differently in the last year with the knowledge that we have now? Would we
have celebrated Pesach differently? Would we have sought out new opportunities for
mitzvot (good deeds)? Would we have found other ways to support our communities and
loved ones? 

I believe the answer to this question begins both chronologically (Pesach marked the
height of the COVID pandemic in NYC) and thematically in the Haggadah. 

The Haggadah, and in particular, the section Maggid, is a deeply retrospective
engagement. Maggid requires us to look back on the story of Yetzi'at Mitrayim, recounting
in great detail how we got to Egypt, what happened in Egypt, and how we left Egypt.
Immersing ourselves in the story, it's tempting to ask ourselves: if we'd known what would
happen in Egypt, what would we have done differently?

But the Haggadah does not let us engage in "if only" hypotheticals. Hypotheticals are saved
for Dayenu, where we express gratitude for our blessings. Even in recounting what
happened last year, the year before, and the many years before that, the Haggadah
demands that we look forward: "Hashtah Avdei, L'Shana Ha'Bah Bnei Chorin." This year we
are slaves, next year we will be free people. 

So instead of looking back and asking what might have been, the question we should be
asking is, "Since we know about [COVID/N95s/where the mute button is/how to wash our
hands] what will we do differently in the next year?"

"If We'd Known Last Year That..."

 
By: Abby Deift



between the waters

By: Gabriel Greenfield, age 7

By: Judah Greenfield, age 10



The core mitzvah of the seder night is “sippur yetziat mitzraim,” recounting the Exodus of the
Israelites from Egypt.  The Haggadah is replete with the miraculous events that led up to the
hurried departure led by Moshe Rabbeinu, and the supernatural splitting of the Yam Suf, or
Red Sea.  The first night of Pesach is unique among the holidays, as it is customary to recite
Hallel not only as part of the Seder, but also at the evening prayer of Maariv, in
commemoration of these exceptional circumstances.  
 
At the same time, we have a daily mitzvah to commemorate yetziat mitzraim, with our
recitation of Shema, but not Hallel.  In fact, the Talmud in Masechet Shabbat (118b) warns
that one who recites Hallel on a daily basis is guilty of blasphemy and belittling G-d’s name. 
 Why is Hallel an appropriate tefilah on the Seder night, as we observe yetziat mitzraim, but
an anathema to our daily commemoration of the same event?!
 
Rabbeinu Yona (Yonah Gerondi) explains that reciting Hallel is a means of glorifying G-d for
past miracles, and extraordinary events that warrant commemoration and praise.  However,
making Hallel a centerpiec of daily prayer would serve to overshadow and disregard the daily
miracles that we can recognize in our own lives.  
 
The same section of the Talmud in Shabbat notes the opinion of Rav Yossi, who applauds
those who recite pesukei d’zimra – specifically Ashrei – each day.  The Talmud in Masechet
Berachot (4b) explains that Ashrei, which is comprised of an acrostic of the entire Hebrew
aleph-bet, signifies G-d’s ongoing presence in the world and sustenance of all living being
(pote’ach et yadecha, u’masbia l’kol chai ratzon).  If Hallel is a vehicle for recognition of the
past, Ashrei is an exultation of G-d’s daily grace and provenance.
 
As we gather around our seder tables, a year after the Covid-19 pandemic upended our lives
and brought the fragility of our daily routines into sharp relief, raise the 4th cup of wine as
you recite Hallel and celebrate the ge’ulah, miraculous redemption, of our Israelite ancestors
from slavery.  But perhaps take a moment to recite Ashrei, or raise your 3rd cup of wine
during the blessing of Hatov v’Hameitiv during Birkat Hamazon, and recognize the modern
miracles that have brought us to the brink of salvation from this modern plague.  
 
Wishing everyone a chag kasher v’sameach, and a healthy and safe Pesach!

Hallel (+ Ashrei?)

By: Yono Reich



Recently, it struck me that there are only two texts in the haggadah -- wildly
different in nature -- that are written in Aramaic: Ha Lachma Anya and Chad Gadya.

While it's difficult to attribute authorial intent to a document as aggregated as the
haggadah has been, it's easy to imagine these two moments serving as bookends
to a theater of journey. The room darkens, the emcee steps to the front, and
opens our tale with an ominous prop - bread of poverty and oppression, inviting all
who are interested to share and descend into our collective story. We follow her in,
shedding our normal identities and becoming actors throughout. 

At the other end, having made it out again, we exult in relief! Our emcee returns to
the mic, speaking in the vernacular once more for a coda, much as Prospero turns
to the audience to plead for their approval at the end of The Tempest. The spell
has been broken and we are once again ourselves, though perhaps the better for
the journey.

But what of this journey in between? In so many years, this is a communal and
shared journey, perhaps as originally intended. This past year compels us to ask,
though - might there be a single-player mode? Indeed, the Mishnah's famous
teaching that B'chol dor vador chayav adam lir'ot et atzmo k'ilu hu hatza
mimitzrayim is in the singular, not the plural. What does a seder of isolation mean?
One of the most amazing parts of this past year has been the opportunity to learn
new ideas from an incredible series of scholars as part of our shul's "Finding God
In Isolation" series, each uncovering new facets of an isolation that we have all
encountered in new ways this year. 

One idea first introduced by Rabbi Zohar Atkins and reiterated by Rabbi Ariel
Mayse was the difference between solitude and loneliness - being physically alone
does not mean being alone with your thoughts, nor need you be alone to be in
solitude. It's a theme picked up by the author and essayist William Deresewicz in a
graduation address to West Point, since published as an essay entitled "Solitude
and Leadership."

ISOLATION TO SOLITUTDE 
1/2

By: David Hammer 



That essay uses another famous journey - Marlow's descent into Africa as told in
Conrad's Heart of Darkness - to call to a generation of leaders to focus on
developing the hard skill of deep thought. He writes,

I find for myself that my first thought is never my best thought. My first thought is
always someone else’s; it’s always what I’ve already heard about the subject, always
the conventional wisdom. It’s only by concentrating, sticking to the question, being
patient, letting all the parts of my mind come into play, that I arrive at an original
idea. By giving my brain a chance to make associations, draw connections, take me
by surprise. And often even that idea doesn’t turn out to be very good. I need time
to think about it, too, to make mistakes and recognize them, to make false starts
and correct them, to outlast my impulses, to defeat my desire to declare the job
done and move on to the next thing.

This, to him, is solitude - the ability to transcend the first thing that comes to our
mind and reach a level deeper. He notes - as we all feel - that this is not necessarily
about being alone. In fact, for some it may be best achieved through a long, deep
talk with a friend. For him, this is the distinction between solitude and isolation.

This past year, we've all experienced the pains and challenges of isolation; for me,
as I'm sure for many of us, that isolation has not yielded solitude. Yet as we begin to
catch glimpses of a world beyond COVID, perhaps there is an opportunity to yoke
our isolation into solitude. This year, at my seder, I'm going to work on making this
my journey. To transcend the routine thoughts and predigested morsels that we
encounter at the seder, and try and move from isolation to solitude, and to emerge
from my seder journey a different person than the one who went in.

ISOLATION TO SOLITUTDE 
continued 2/2



 
Yes there is fear.

Yes there is isolation.

Yes there is panic buying.

Yes there is sickness.

Yes there is even death.

But,

They say that in Wuhan after so many years of

noise

You can hear the birds again.

They say that after just a few weeks of quiet

The sky is no longer thick with fumes

But blue and grey and clear.

They say that in the streets of Assisi

People are singing to each other

across the empty squares,

keeping their windows open

so that those who are alone

may hear the sounds of family around them.

They say that a hotel in the West of Ireland

Is offering free meals and delivery to the

housebound.

Today a young woman I know

is busy spreading fliers with her number

through the neighbourhood

So that the elders may have someone to call on.

Today Churches, Synagogues, Mosques and

Temples

are preparing to welcome

and shelter the homeless, the sick, the weary

All over the world people are slowing down and

reflecting

All over the world people are looking at their

neighbours in a new way

All over the world people are waking up to a new

reality

To how big we really are.

To how little control we really have.

To what really matters.

To Love.

Add a little So we pray and we remember

that

Yes there is fear.

But there does not have to be hate.

Yes there is isolation.

But there does not have to be loneliness.

Yes there is panic buying.

But there does not have to be meanness.

Yes there is sickness.

But there does not have to be disease of

the soul

Yes there is even death.

But there can always be a rebirth of love.

Wake to the choices you make as to how to

live now.

Today, breathe.

Listen, behind the factory noises of your

panic

The birds are singing again

The sky is clearing,

Spring is coming,

And we are always encompassed by Love.

Open the windows of your soul

And though you may not be able

to touch across the empty square,

Sing. 

LOCKDOWN By: Richard Hendrick

HALLEL for 

covid 

times



I looked up at the fluorescent lights, the flimsy blue sheet separating me from my stomach, and tried to pray. I

could hear sounds coming into the room: a nurse or a loud speaker repeating “move all COVID patients to floor

7.” Was I on floor 7? I scanned the walls. No, this must be floor 2. What about the pre-op room where I just waited

for two hours? Are they talking about me? My mind raced, fastened to a now familiar anxiety: Did I wash my

hands, were we far enough apart, did I have COVID? What about my baby? My baby. I came back to the room, I

came back to my body. I pushed the unforgiving anxiety away. I prayed. I beseeched. Then the magnificent drama

began. Not of fear and disease, but of the blessing of new life. Frenetic movements paused as the doctor lifted

my baby up beyond the blue sheet. I heard my child cry, I lingered on his full head of silky dark hair, I noticed the

speckled red dots on his nose, and I craved his scent. My newborn came to me, into my arms, onto my chest, and

all was good.

On March 29, at the height of the COVID-19 outbreak in New York City, my son’s gentle cry cut into a room, into

a hospital, into a city overcome by fear and grief. When I try to make sense of that moment, I fixate on the

sounds. The tears of nurses as they struggled with securing protective equipment, the snaps of masks on and

off, the Purell pumps, the feet shuffling to stay distant, and, always, always, the sirens, transporting the ill from

home to hospital, and the bodies from hospital to earth. I kept my newborn son, all seven pounds of him, in the

crook of my arm, as nurses ushered my husband out of the hospital. I was moved around and around, back to the

pre-op room, into an elevator, onto a hallway, and finally onto what they called the “COVID-free floor.” The

nurses looked tired. The janitor looked scared. Finally, we came to our resting place, near a window, and it was

evening.

I heard my roommate turn, the soft blue shade between us rustle, as she slowly moved left and right in her cot.

My body seized with panic until I felt the baby, soft and sweet, gently breathing on my chest. What time was it?

The banging outside the window grew louder. I could hear the confident voice of a foreman, or was I imagining

the sound? It must have been 2 or 3 a.m. but I felt enveloped in a construction site. I breathed with my newborn

child. I felt peaceful in my sea of white mesh gauze and eagerly eyed the tray at my left, which housed a prized

carton of whole milk my roommate had secured for me. Three days in, she was an old-timer, an arrival from

Jackson Heights, Queens, who had labored alone and delivered a baby girl. I heard the girl whimper and her

mother pick her up. “Do you hear that noise outside?” she asked me. “I’m glad I’m not hallucinating. What do you

think is happening?” My roommate rose, opened the window, and we watched as the park across the street from

our hospital room transformed into a giant tent city, an outdoor hospital across a hospital awaiting what our

nurses called “the surge.”

While enraptured by new life, we were both surrounded by the threat of death. Mothers have been here before,

in war, in famine, and in childbirth, we knew. But our past experiences had ill prepared us for desert tents

awaiting urban trauma. I inhaled and brought in the sweet-smelling scent of my newborn child. I called my

husband and my two older children, and shifted uncomfortably as the full reality of my wounded body took hold. I

remember well the pain. The pain was almost a relief, the externalization of a kind of spiritual discomfort I had

been enduring for months. The alluring strangeness of this miraculous birth had begun earlier, in a different era,

when our personal, and not global, struggles still carried weight.

The Song of Sirens
Giving birth at the height of the pandemic (1/5)

By: Tamara Mann Tweel



Ten months ago, I turned 40. Nine months ago, I found out I was pregnant. After a decade of pregnancies, two

miraculous children and two second-trimester miscarriages, I had thought the years where I would expand and

contract were behind me. And yet, in my late 30s, I began to feel an indentation in my chest, a kind of spiritual

desire that physically hollowed me. I would dream of this little soul whispering near me, asking to be born. I

believed that the act of creating life was a religious affirmation, the strongest way to live the truth that God

knows more than we do, that the future is more important than the present, that life itself is more precious

and more holy than our vision can ever truly grasp. And so we tried for another child although I assumed it

would never happen. Pregnancy had never come easy to me.

The reality of this late-in-life pregnancy astonished me. Rather than a feeling of purpose or joy, I was

overwhelmed with panic. How would I do this? How would we afford our lives? What would I tell my new

employer? The petty logistics of my crass materialism overtook me and I felt deeply unworthy. I felt unworthy

of this miracle. Rather than being filled with holiness, I was filled with logistics, with small crises, with inherited

worries that had somehow become my own. Late at night, as I heaved into my pillow, my husband looked at me,

concerned: Isn’t this what you wanted, what you prayed for? This is good. Just wait darling. Just wait.

My dear friend came to my home to pray with me but I felt far from God. My failure to experience the blessing

of this pregnancy haunted my religious life. I stopped going to shul. I said it was the pregnancy, but it was more

than that. I stopped learning Torah. I said it was work, but it was more than that.

As I grew far from my faith, my husband grew closer to his. My husband converted to Judaism almost 15 years

ago. He fell in love with our rituals at home, with learning Torah, and with the deep friendships we formed over

long Shabbos meals. He had always been a full participant in our religious life, but while he was my partner, I

was often our family’s conduit to Judaism. In this pregnancy, my husband became our family's spiritual anchor.

He learned Rambam once a week with a rabbi and dear friend, he studied the prophets, and left for shul early

with our son, beaming when our 6-year-old put his kippah on and sat next to him to pray. I lived in a spiritual

home, even though I was filled with spiritual doubt. I was grateful for that. I was also grateful for the habits of

faith that kept me rooted: Shabbat, religious school for my children, my monthly Torah group, and my cousins.

But beneath the habits was an ache. A sense of purpose lost, of mission diluted, and of faith unmoored. This

was in November, December, January, and February. This was before March.

Busyness can be a spiritual salve. Life fills up. The blessed bounce of urban chaos occupied my days as I jumped

between work and children. I woke up to the hustle of school lunches, drop-offs, recycling, commutes, emails

and finished the day with bedtime routines, dirty dishes, and more emails. I lived beholden to my calendar,

constantly trying to move this around to make that. My two-bedroom apartment was crowded, one husband

and two children, but crowded in a way that felt alive. In those early spring days, we were preparing as a family

to welcome our third child. On March 7, I was working on the seudah menu for the bris. And then the waves of

realization came, in stages, crumbling the fortress of movement, halting my sense of time and belief in a stable

future. The spiritual ache turned physical.

 The Song of Sirens 
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First my husband, a physician in New York City, came home from a day of emergency-room call concerned. His

medical practice would temporarily close. He would be furloughed. And then my children came home. Their school

would close. The fear began to set in. The fear of economic insecurity, the fear of death, the fear of having the

last precious years of childhoods seized. Joan Didion has a line in her novel Blue Nights about this kind of loss, “The

fear is not for what is lost. What is lost is already in the wall. What is lost is already behind the locked doors. The

fear is for what is still to be lost.”

My early moments of stress were naive. The deaths hadn’t come yet. As March wore on and my skin stretched to

accommodate new life, I began to hear of the losses, a friend’s mother, a past colleague, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000

dead. The city filled up with the endless sounds of sirens. And the pain, jobs lost, savings destroyed, loved ones

without protective equipment serving on the front lines. Beyond the ongoing anxiety I felt for my children, for my

husband, for my parents, and for my city, was an almost constant spiritual cramp, the doubt about bringing new

life into this very dangerous and insecure world. When Odysseus faced the prospect of the Sirens, he asked to

be tied to the mast of his ship. He knew the sounds would entice him toward abandoning his mission, toward

chaos, and toward death. My sirens would not beguile me with beauty, but they would invade me with thoughts

of anxiety, mortality, and agony. What would I use to insulate myself? On March 25 it looked like I would deliver

this child alone. Spouses were forbidden from entering the hospital. I reached out to my teachers, asking them to

send me texts, from the Torah, from literature, to bind me, to protect me, to elevate me, as I waited to deliver.

On March 28, Gov. Andrew Cuomo intervened and demanded that all hospitals in New York allow partners for the

delivery but not the rest of the hospital stay. And so at 5 a.m. on March 29, my husband and I arrived at the

hospital with a folder of texts from my teachers. We started the day with blood tests, nose swabs, IV lines, and

Melville, with Ishmael’s reflection on the sight of mother whales nursing in Moby Dick: “But far beneath this

wondrous world upon the surface, another and still stranger world met our eyes as we gazed over the side. For,

suspended in those watery vaults, floated the forms of the nursing mothers of the whales …” There was more to

the quote but we couldn’t get past the phrase “watery vaults.” It is where we longed to be, somewhere enclosed

and thick and peaceful. And so we conjured that underwater lake that Melville described and tried to steal

ourselves into ourselves and away from the clanks and screams, vomiting and tears, that filled the small, ill-

designed room of thin-cloth separators and square tiled ceilings, where pregnant and newly nursing mothers

waited.

When my husband left and my baby slept upon me that first day, his silk-velvet skin emanating with warmth, I

unfolded the other texts. I read the texts bestowed upon me by rabbis and Jewish scholars, religious mentors,

and friends. My body seized with discomfort at the distance I had created, the distance between myself and my

faith, between my texts and my life. This is the Torah that found me in the pandemic; the texts my mentors and

friends chose, as ropes upon the mast, to elevate and protect me in a time of great personal need. Our dear

friend, one of the rabbis who had nourished our home by learning with my husband, offered Pesachim 116a in the

Talmud and asked why we dip maror into haroset? Why isn’t it sufficient to just experience the bitterness?

Reading the text again, through our friend’s interpretive moves, transported me to that feeling I once had of

yearning for the soul now breathing in my hands. Our friend explained that there have always been and will

always be moments of sweetness and hope that emerge from bitter times. 

 The Song of Sirens
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This is a truth and not a dismissal of pain. Optimism in dire conditions, he explained, is brave. It inspires humanity

to create and build and endure. He cited Rashi on the connection between haroset made of apples and the

orchards where the Jewish slaves of Egypt gave birth. When you dip the bitter herb in the thick haroset, the

bitterness is consumed by hope. That is the gift of new life. It is always the gift of new life, in any and all

conditions, but especially in times of great pain and of growing cynicism.

I let the shame wash over me. The shame that lived within me for nine months, the shame of being unworthy of

this child. The shame of being fearful of economic uncertainty and change. The great shame in allowing myself to

move away rather than close to God. I looked at my newborn, so fragile and so sturdy, divine and human, his eyes

watery vaults, his life a sign of redemption in chaos. His life an all-consuming hope.

When I entered the hospital, I planned to leave before we chose a name. I wanted to be with my husband and

children and choose a name together that hewed closely to the experience of witnessing our son. After 12 hours

in a hospital responding, as best it could, to the pandemic, I decided to leave early to heal at home with my family.

At 15 hours I was told that it would be almost impossible to name the child after I left and that it would be best to

fill out the paperwork now. The ongoing dance between logistics and grandeur startled me. I would choose a

name now, not because I was ready but because the bureaucratic paperwork required I do so. And outside the

sirens, persistent and piercing, moving the sick and dead.

I picked up another text, this one from my beloved childhood teacher, who helped me build a faithful life as a

teenager. She brought me to the previous week’s Torah portion and the building of the Mishkan. She wrote about

Bezalel, the man tasked with leading the project of building a dwelling place for God on Earth and the particular

form of wisdom God gives to the builders of the Mishkan, chochmat lev, wisdom of the heart. While one might

expect wisdom to be associated with the head or the brain, in this moment of sacred building, it is associated

with the heart. As I pondered this trait of chochmat lev, I thought back to my own classroom, where I spent many

summers teaching Socratic wisdom, a form of wisdom centered on the limits of human knowledge. Intelligence

of the mind can be steeped in a dangerous form of surety. But wisdom of the heart is centered on true humility.

It is this form of humility that gives one strength to bring holiness into this world. I thought back to my husband,

who told me humbly to “wait,” who offered me patience and faith amid uncertainty. I looked down at my son, I

repeated the story of building the Mishkan, a wandering home in the desert, I repeated the story of his father,

and I called him Bezalel.

How does Avram become Avraham, began another note from a friend. It begins when Avram encounters a birah

doleket, a glowing palace. He faces a place that does not make sense, a place that is simultaneously creation and

destruction, order and chaos, beauty and pain. Drawing on Genesis Rabbah 39:1, my friend explained, we expand,

we grow, we increase in holiness, when we endure the true visceral paradox of mortal existence. I took his words

in. I looked outside my window and watched as holy men and holy women labored, moving cots and medical

equipment, boxes of N95 masks, and water bottles. I looked inside my room, at the careful way the nurses had

prepared gauze strips and diapers, I listened as I heard them shuffle between rooms, healing despite their fear. I

looked at my son, peaceful in my arms. I looked at my body, scarred and sore. And I listened to the sirens. The sick

were coming. I let all of it in, the birah doleket, the palace and the flame.

 The Song of Sirens
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Before I left the hospital, I gave my son his English name, Raphael.

In the twilight hours, between reading, nursing, listening, and witnessing, I fell in love with my son. I fell in love with

the speckles on his nose, the curls forming by his ears, the way the bones of his chest breathed into my hands. I

fell in love with his eyes. I became enclosed in his goodness and holiness. In Bereshit (Genesis 18) when Abraham

exhibits his signature virtue of hachnasat orchim, hospitality, he is visited by three angels. In the Rabbinic

tradition, it is claimed that one of these three angels is Raphael, who comes as a messenger of God, to heal

Abraham. Raphael is a conjunction of two words, Rapha and El, meaning that God heals. As I prepared to leave

Mount Sinai carrying a vision of the Mishkan, I came to believe that my dear child was an expression of this name.

An expression not of surety and not of simplicity, but of the possibility that we can all be vehicles of divine

restoration.

When Raphael was born, my life before him ceased to exist. With a new life came a new world. I am humbled by it

all. My pain, my challenges, our agony, our losses have not been resolved. But again Torah flows into my life. God

looks up at me from the watery vaults, and another sound pierces through the glissando-sirens, thick and

sonorous and round, tekiah gedolah, and together, Raphael and I are awake.

 The Song of Sirens
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Long-haulers are truckers who are on the road for a long time. But in the end they reach a destination,

deliver their shipment, and go home. For me, there’s no end. That’s how my husband, Michael, feels about

his 10 months as a long-hauler — the term coined for people with long-lasting responses to infection

with SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19.

For most long-haulers, the illness is neither fatal nor curable. Their symptoms, like Michael’s, can

resemble chronic fatigue syndrome or myalgic encephalomyelitis with crushing exhaustion, migraines,

disrupted sleep patterns, and pain. Others have lung scarring or heart damage. Originally written off by

the medical community, doctors now recognize it with a variety of terms, such as post-acute Covid,

chronic Covid, long Covid, or post-Covid syndrome. Long-haulers are more descriptive in their labels. I’ve

heard it referred to as “a Dementor sucking my soul,” “living death,” and “an internal prison.”

Within this growing community is a particularly ill-fated subset: long-haulers who had Covid-19 in early

March and, because testing wasn’t available at the time, weren’t able to promptly get tested for Covid-

19 or antibodies. Without positive confirmation, they aren’t eligible for treatment at clinics such as

Mount Sinai’s Center for Post-Covid Care. A phone conversation I had with a representative at that

center broke my heart. Near tears, I emphasized that my husband is not alone in being denied this

specialized treatment and was told, “I know. If we could, we’d accept everyone.”

The Maimonides Medical Center’s Post-Covid Care Center also rejected him for the same reason.I was

told that for every 10 people who call, only three are considered “true patients.” Long-haulers without

positive test results are also being denied experimental drugs that are just starting to become available.

I understand the need to obtain accurate data as scientists chart this novel virus, but why not treat

unverified cases separately, leaving them out of the studies? Where are they to go?

Michael’s story is like that of so many other long-haulers, especially those from New York, which was

hard hit in March and April of 2020. He’s in his early 40s and was in excellent health. He regularly went to

the gym and bicycled to work every day. He did total body workout programs like Insanity and P90X.His

first symptoms arrived on March 4: dizziness, nausea, chills, and a general sense that something was

wrong. An initial visit to CityMD followed but, since there was a shortage of tests and he did not have a

fever or cough — he never developed those benchmark symptoms — he was denied a Covid-19 test,

prescribed a course of antibiotics, and sent home. In a subsequent visit he was told he likely had a cold

and some anxiety and was offered an antidepressant, which he declined.
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On March 23, after removing a new printer from its box, Michael’s breathing became so labored that he

called an ambulance. I rushed home from a friend’s empty apartment where I had been teaching yoga

virtually. It was around 9 p.m. and our daughter was already asleep. Leaning on me for support and

shaking with chills, we said the sort of goodbye you say when you do not expect to see your partner

ever again. I felt that otherworldly calm that you feel when you disassociate because you are in shock.

After the ambulance left for NewYork-Presbyterian Brooklyn Methodist Hospital, I went inside, thankful

that the sirens hadn’t woken my daughter. In a daze I cleaned up the boxes and Styrofoam from the

printer, called my mother, Michael’s mother, my sister who is a doctor in Boston, and I waited. He

received oxygen in the ambulance and, by the time they arrived at the hospital, his breathing and heart

rate were stable. He was not admitted, but sent home.

I was both relieved and disconcerted. Despite his trip to the hospital, without a fever or cough Michael

was still ineligible for Covid-19 testing. In early May he had blood tests, a CT scan, and a chest X-ray, all

of which came back normal. We were both baffled and crushed when his PCR and antibody tests both

came back negative. We now know that both diagnostic tests and antibody tests can yield false

negative results if performed too early or too late in the course of illness. As Michael’s condition

worsened, he became bedridden and other symptoms appeared: shortness of breath, chest pain,

fatigue, body aches, vomiting, loss of appetite, headaches, and insomnia. As the weeks rolled on, I cared

for him and tried to shield my daughter from the severity of his illness while we both managed her

remote learning.

At the end of the day, when my husband and daughter were both asleep, I would collapse on the couch

and text a friend who is a nurse practitioner. She counseled me through the most gnarly weeks when his

health was touch-and-go. “It may wax and wane for weeks,” she warned me. But “wax and wane” implies

a rhythmic pattern of decline and recovery. We all expected eventual recovery — hopefully one month,

but maybe two or even five months. Instead, he’s been battling with erratic ups and downs for 10

months and we’ve had to fend for ourselves, patching together help as a carousel of symptoms come

and go.

Post-Covid syndrome, strangely, can prey on individuals who were previously healthy and in their 30s

and 40s. In a recent survey by an international team of researchers, among the 3,762 respondents from

56 countries, 33.7% were 40 to 49 years old and 26.1% were 30 to 39 years old. The syndrome is

particularly difficult to describe because it shape-shifts, moving through the body seemingly at random

to affect various organs. One symptom might mysteriously resolve only to make way for a new one —

or several.
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Case in point: In the spring and summer, Michael suffered from costochondritis, a sharp chest pain, but

in the fall and winter that had resolved, only to be replaced by daily debilitating nausea and migraines.

Tracking the path of his illness as it migrates from his respiratory system to his digestive system to his

neurological system and beyond has been alarming and exhausting. Other signs and symptoms have

been constant throughout the 10 months, though they ebb and flow in severity day by day. Like myalgic

encephalomyelitis or chronic fatigue syndrome, post-Covid syndrome is a disease that baffles most

doctors.

What Michael and so many other long-haulers need is the attention of a dedicated team of clinicians

who have been studying the effects of Covid-19 on long-haulers and can treat their disease holistically.

We’ve enlisted specialists who attend to his symptoms individually, but as one neurologist said, “We can

treat the symptoms but not the syndrome.” His clinicians are not collaborating and lack the most up-to-

date information of a post-Covid-19 research center. In fact, medical professionals, including NIH

Director Francis Collins, are relying on long-haulers to contribute their own findings, an ingenious way to

crowdsource the condition that reveals how little is collectively known about it.

Although seven doctors have diagnosed Michael with Covid-19, without positive Covid-19 test results he

falls between the cracks of eligibility for many post-Covid care centers and experimental drug trials.

Instead, he’s consulted more than a dozen specialists, including pulmonologists, neurologists,

gastroenterologists, CFS/ME, and migraine specialists — all in our insurance plan, with hours spent

contesting medical bills. Since traditional Western medicine hasn’t provided a cure, he’s tried

acupuncture and imbibed Chinese herbs. He is currently seeing a Western herbalist, a nutritionist, and a

physical therapist. His care is piecemeal. His health care providers want to help, but don’t have a unified

answer. We know full well that we are among the fortunate and privileged. We have health insurance,

financial resources, access to doctors, and the time and education to advocate for Michael’s medical

treatment. That leaves us to wonder how long-haulers without similar resources possibly manage.

People without the resources that we have should not be abandoned to suffer “living death” because

the U.S.’s Covid-19 testing system failed them early in the pandemic. A first step toward addressing

that failure would be for post-Covid care centers nationwide to accept long-haulers for treatment who

have received positive diagnoses from doctors even if they haven’t tested positive for Covid-19 or

antibodies against it. In time, every city or county should have a post-Covid clinic open to anyone whose

illness fits the Covid-19 timeline and who suffers from symptoms identified with long Covid-19.

It is the responsibility of our government to redress the failure of inadequate testing and misdiagnosis,

which continues to affect the health and lives of so many citizens.Otherwise, we ought to start calling

people like my husband lifelong-haulers, since there’s no destination in sight.
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